[Non-surgical biopsy in lung cancer: a paradigm shift].
Histological subgroups of non-small cell lung cancer have different prognosis and they require different therapeutic approaches. Accordingly, there is a clinical need in this field to supplement conventional pathological diagnostics with protein and genetic biomarkers that can help to recognize patients responsive to these therapies. Methods for subgroup classification and target identification were developed using surgical samples (surgical lung tumor specimens are available only in 20% of all lung cancer cases). The majority of lung cancer patients, however, have tumors that are irresectable at the time of diagnosis. Therefore, their diagnosis is usually based on bronchoscopically removed tissue or needle biopsy samples analyzed mainly by cytology. Because of the growing need for immunohistochemistry and molecular pathology in lung cancer diagnosis, emphasis should be given to diagnostic bronchoscopic procedures providing tissue samples. Combination of the different biopsy techniques (histology, cytology, bronchial brush, BAL, TBNA etc.), embedding the cells (preparing cell blocks) and, moreover, the availability of immunohistochemical and molecular pathological facilities are all required to set up the proper diagnosis and therapeutic strategy in human lung cancer. Strausz J, Tímár J. Non-surgical biopsy in lung cancer: a paradigm shift.